6	THE SCIENCE OF HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
Climate depends on location; it is greatly influenced by land forms and
water bodies, and influences them in return. It also plays a great part" In
determining the character of many soils." The difference between thfe
extremely desert climate of the coast of Peru and the constantly wet
climate of the forested headwaters of the Amazon in Brazil, only two hun-
dred miles to the east, is mainly due to the form or relief p£ the Andes.
The sand dunes of Mongolia are the result of a desert climate; the "Black
Earth" region of Russia owes its rich soil partly to a climate too dry for
trees but good for grass; the wretched red laterites of tropical regions show
what happens to a soil in a very warm, moist climate.
Climate also has a great effect on the character of the plants and animak
in differl^r regions^	grow in CostaJ
Rica, and wheat in Minnesota. Still more important is the fact that man's
energy is greatly influenced by climate. JThe Costa Rican planter cannot
steadily keep on working so hard as does the Minnesota farmer. In the
far North not only does the climate cause the Eskimos to be poorly
nourished, but also the steady colcf diminishes their mental and physical
activity and makes progress difficult. When the Russians invaded Fin-
land in December, 1939, many tanks and hundreds of men were lost be-
cause they tried to cross Lake Ladoga before the ice was thick enough. In
-the Congo forests, on the other hand, a hot, damp climate hampers progress
< 'by favoring malaria and other deadly diseases. Only in countries such as
England, where the weather is variable, and not too extreme, can man be
at his test.
The Forms of Life
A. Plants. It is almost impossible to think of the five great features of
physical environment without thinking also of plants. The location of
Greenland reminds us of the scarcity of vegetation and the consequent
difficulty of getting a living. When we speak of the relief of the land, the
word "plain" often brings to mind broad acres of rich crops, while the word
"mountains" brings a picture of rough slopes covered with forests.
Eyen in bodies^of .v^ter^^lants^influence man,thrpugh minute forms
which are eaten by fish; or^other creatures^ such as lobsters.   Thus tHe
plants support the animals that are sought by fishermen.   TEere is little
reaso'li for dunking of soil except as'it enables corn, wheat, or grass, for
example, to grow richly, as in Iowa, while in other regions, such as the
sandy parts of Cape Cod, it makes the land scarcely worth cultivating.
Finally, to manyLpeogj.^ the chief indication of climatip differences is vege-
i tation.^The date palm stands"lorTlry^Txbt: deserts; the coconut palm for
; moist tropical coasts; the cotton plant for warm but somewhat more tern-
* perate regions; and tundra moss for an arctic climate.

